The Airport Consultants Council (ACC) is the only global trade association that exclusively represents businesses involved in the development, operations, and security of airports and related facilities. ACC focuses on the business interests of companies with aviation-related security expertise. ACC informs its members of trends and opportunities while promoting procurement practices that protect the industry’s bottom line.

The constantly-changing landscape of airport security poses unique challenges and opportunities to service providers and suppliers. ACC provides security companies with opportunities to highlight their unique expertise, services and products. Through ACC, members interact directly with Federal agencies such as the Department of Homeland Security (DHS), the Transportation Security Administration (TSA) and the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) on all aspects of airport security standards and regulations.

ACC: At the Front Lines of Airport Security

The Voice of the Airport Industry

- Interact directly with DHS, TSA, FAA, and airport clients on the most pressing issues facing the aviation industry through participation in the ACC Security Committee. Committee members are also notified of new security standards, guidelines and regulations.

- Provide direct input into the development and updates of critical security standards and documents. ACC initiated an effort with TSA to develop the Recommended Security Guidelines for Airport Planning, Design and Construction and recent updates to the Planning Guidelines and Design Standards (PGDS). These documents are valuable tools on how to incorporate security requirements in terminal planning, design and construction. ACC members also participate in the Radio Technical Commission for Aeronautics’ (RTCA) Special Committee 207 that updates standards for security access.

- Keep abreast of aviation security legislation, regulations, and policy updates through targeted e-mail alerts and conference calls.

Enhancing Your Bottom Line Through Industry Visibility and Networking

- Network in unique ways with potential clients and/or partners involved in airport security through the ACC Security Committee and ACC conferences.

- Expand exposure through the Council’s on-line directory and printed in the Membership Directory that is sent to 2,000+ airport, Federal Government and aviation officials; by speaking at conferences nationwide before airport and agency officials; and by authoring articles in ACC Weekly, ACC’s e-magazine, sponsoring events, and advertising.

- Be informed of up-to-date project solicitations in the weekly ACC Outlook e-mail.

Join the Experts!
For more information visit www.ACConline.org